The Softened Truss Model Theory applied to a prestressed concrete multiple cell box is developed in this study. In this theory, the concrete torsional problem is solved by combining equilibrium conditions, compatibility conditions and constitutive laws of materials. Up to now the theory has been applied only to the case of pure torsion with single cell section. An algorithm is presented to deal with the The Softened Truss Model Theory applied to a prestressed concrete multiple cell box is developed in this study. In this theory, the concrete torsional problem is solved by combining equilibrium conditions, compatibility conditions and constitutive laws of materials. Up to now the theory has been applied only to the case of pure torsion with single cell section. An algorithm is presented to deal with the torsional problem for both reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete-box girder bridge superstructures with multiple cell sections. A computer program based on the Softened Truss Model Theory is developed and corresponding results are compared with previous theoretical and experimental work for single cell cases.
INTRODUCTION
Concrete is a material that is very strong in compression but weak in tension. When concrete is used in a structure to carry loads, the tensile regions are expected to crack and, therefore, must be reinforced with materials of high tensile strength, such as steel. The concept of utilizing concrete to resist compression and steel reinforcement to carry tension gave rise to the struts-and-ties model. In this model, concrete compression struts and steel tension ties form a truss that is capable of resisting applied loads.
The struts-and-ties concept is easily applied to reinforced concrete beams. For example, under bending, the compressive stress in the upper part of a simply supported beam is resisted by concrete in the form of a horizontal strut; the tensile stress in the lower portion is taken by the bottom steel in the form of a horizontal tie. The forces in the concrete and steel must be in equilibrium, and they form a couple to resist the applied bending moment.
The first application of the concept of truss model to members subjected to shear was proposed by Ritter (1899) and Mörsch (1909) in connection with reinforced concrete beams subjected to shear and bending. In their view, a reinforced concrete beam acts similar to a parallel-stringer truss to resist bending and shear. Due to the bending moment, the concrete strut near the upper edge serves as the top stringer in a truss and the steel bar near the lower edge assumes the function of the bottom stringer. From shear stresses, the web region would develop diagonal cracks at an angle á inclined to the longitudinal steel. These cracks would separate the concrete into a series of diagonal concrete struts. To resist the applied shear forces after cracking, the transverse steel bars in the web would carry tensile forces and the diagonal concrete struts would resist the compressive forces. The transverse steel, therefore, serves as the tensile web members in the truss and the diagonal concrete struts become the diagonal compression web members.
Although Ritter and Mörsch contributed significantly to the understanding of reinforced concrete structural behavior, their truss models could not explain some types of behavior of reinforced concrete, particularly regarding the so-called contribution of concrete. Researchers did not pursue this line of study until the late 1960s and early 1970s when Nielson (1971) and Lampert and Thurlimann (1971) derived the three fundamental equilibrium equations for shear based on the theory of plasticity. These theories were known collectively as the plasticity truss model because they were based on the yielding of steel. In the unified theory for reinforced concrete behavior, the equilibrium truss model takes into consideration the equilibrium condition alone. The roles of the compatibility condition and the constitutive laws of materials need to be investigated in the future.
Earlier researchers developed some equations based on a softened truss model for a single cell torsion problem (Hsu, T.T.C., 1988 (Hsu, T.T.C., , 1990 (Hsu, T.T.C., , 1991a (Hsu, T.T.C., ,b, 1993 (Hsu, T.T.C., , 1994 Collins and Mitchell, 1991) . However, because many concrete bridge superstructures consist of multibox cells, additional equations are created to solve the multicell torsion problem.
TORSIONAL ANALYSIS FOR MULTIPLE CELL BOX
In early development by others (Collins & Mitchell, 1991; Hsu, 1994) , a set of equations is given for solving single cell torsion. A reinforced concrete prismatic member is subjected to an external torque T as shown in Figure 1(a) . The external torque is resisted by an internal torque formed by the circulatory shear flow q along the periphery of the cross section. The shear flow q occupies a zone, called the shear flow zone, which has a thickness denoted t d . This thickness t d , or equivalent thickness for a uniform shear stress, is a variable determined from the equilibrium and compatibility conditions. It is not the same as the given wall thickness h of a hollow member. Element A in the shear flow zone [Figure 1(a) ] is subjected to a shear stress τ lt = q/t d as shown in Figure 1(b) .
In bridge engineering, many reinforced concrete bridges consist of multiple box cells. Therefore, a set of simultaneous equations to analyze structural torsion for multiple box cells is needed. In this paper, equations for single cell are developed into ones for multiple cells, and a solution method is provided.
Equations for Multiple Cell
Assume a structural section has N cells (Fig. 2) . According to restraint condition θ = θ 1 = θ 2 = ... = θ N , a set of simultaneous equations for cell i can be obtained.
Equilibrium Equations
A prestressed concrete element, as shown in Figure 3 (a), is reinforced orthogonally with longitudinal and transverse (prestressing or nonprestressing) steel reinforcements. The applied stresses on the element have three stress components, σ l , σ t , and ô lt . The longitudinal steels are arranged in the l-direction (horizontal axis) with a uniform spacing of s l . The transverse steels are arranged in the t-direction (vertical axis) with a uniform spacing of s [ Fig. 3(a) ]. After cracking, the concrete is separated by diagonal cracks into a series of concrete struts, as shown in Figure 3 (b). The cracks are oriented at an angle α with respect to the l-axis. The principal stresses on the concrete strut itself are denoted as σ d and σ r . According to the unified theory (Hsu, 1993) , after transformation, the governing equations for equilibrium condition are shown as follows ; α = angle between l and d axes; ƒ l , ƒ t = stresses in steel in the l-and t-directions, respectively; ƒ lp , ƒ tp = stresses in prestressing steel in the l-and tdirections, respectively; ρ l and ρ t = steel ratio in the l-and t-directions, respectively; ρ lp , ρ tp = prestressing steel ratio in the l-and t-directions, respectively; T = external torque; A 0 = cross-sectional area bounded by the center line of the shear flow zone; and t d = shear flow zone thickness.
It should be noted that, for multiple cell box under pure torsion, σ l = σ t = σ r = 0 and, assuming a structural section has N cells, we can then obtain a set of simultaneous equations for cell i
Compatibility Equations
Similarly, the governing equations for compatibility condition based on the unified theory (Hsu, 1993) 
Constitutive Laws of Materials
The solution of the preceding equilibrium and compatibility equations requires six stress-strain relationships for concrete strut in compressions (σ d to å d ), and tension (σ r to å r ), mild steel in longitudinal direction (f l to å l ), and transverse direction (f t to å t ,), and prestressing steel in longitudinal direction (f lp to å lp ), and transverse direction (f lp to å lp ). General expressions for the constitutive laws of concrete and steel are as follows:
Concrete Struts:
where k 1 = coefficient defined as the ratio of the average compressive stress ó d to the softened compressive peak stress ó p = î f c ′ in concrete struts; î = softening coefficient; and f c = concrete strength.
For a multiple cell box, the equations are modified to the following: Concrete Struts:
Steel:
Selected Constitutive Equations
For the treatment of torsion, the constitutive equations, Equations [ (23)- (27)] will be selected in the following text. The simple elastic perfectly plastic stress-strain relationship of bare mild-steel bars was assumed, because the tensile stress of concrete has been neglected. Parabolic curves were assumed for both concrete and prestressing steel. The softening concrete stress-strain curve proposed by Hsu et al. (1991a, b ) is adopted in this study. A softening coefficient ζ is used to describe the ascending [ (28) Mild Steel:
Prestressing Steel: The strain in prestressing steel at decompression of concrete ε dec is considered a known value and is approximately equal to 0.005 for 1,720-MPa (250-ksi) and 1,860-MPa (270-ksi) prestressing stands.
Derived Equations
The thickness of shear flow zone t di can be expressed in terms of strains using the compatibility equations [ (7) - (12) and (14) - (16)]. To do this, first combine the four compatibility equations [(9) -
Similarly, the strain å t can be related to the stress f t by eliminating the angle á from equilibrium equation ( 
EXAMPLE AND DATA ANALYSIS
A program was developed for analyzing both reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete structures. This computer program is based on the Softened Truss Model theory and is used to compare the results developed based on the Theory of Elasticity, which is commonly used by structural engineers.
Softened Truss Model Theory Vs. Simplified Elastic Solution
The data of this example are from Heins and Lawrie (1984, example 7 .1) for a bridge design with a section of the multicontinuous cells. The bridge to be designed is shown in Figure 5 in sections near midspan and at the pier. But, for the torsional design, one only uses the section near the pier. The material strengths are f c = 27.6 MPa (4,000 psi) and f y = 414 MPa (60,000 psi). The total applied torques T are 6,230, 12,680, and 18,690 m- KN (55, 140, 112, 230 and 165, 420 in.-kip), respectively. After using the analysis program to calculate the example, the results are compared with example from Heins and Lawrie (Tables 1 -3) . By comparing the results from analysis and Heins and Lawrie (1984) , one notices that the differences vary according to the different values of T. This happens because Heins and Lawrie (1984) use the simplified elastic solution with the assumption that a section is thin walled and thus has a uniform shear flow across its thickness. This is usually true when a section is made of steel. But walls made of concrete are much thicker than those made of steel. Based on the Theory of Elasticity, the equation is
Equation (46) does not consider the softening behavior of reinforced concrete, and ô i is independent of the concrete strength f c . So, for a given wall thickness h i , C i /(K T h i ) is a constant, and the relationship between ô i and T is linear. Actually, full wall thickness, h i should not be used. Instead, equivalent thickness of the shear flow zone, t di , according to the softened truss model theory, should be used. Hence, we should use a formula as follows
where t di = a variable instead of constant, thus the relationship is not linear between ô i and T. To explain clearly the relationship between t di and T, one may observe the simplified formula for a single cell box section given by Hsu (1993) = h min = 200 mm (8 in.) for cell 3, and difference e 3 only equals 5% for ô 3 . So, one realizes that only when T gets some special value and then the value of t di closes the value of h i , one can get approximately the same ô i . Because the theory of elasticity does not consider the softening behavior of reinforced concrete and uses a constant h instead of a variable t d , ô may have a very large value when T increases. This is not true according to the softened truss model theory. When the concrete strut cracking angle á is given, the shear stress ô depends only on the softened compressive strength of concrete struts ó d and can vary only through a small range. The resistance mainly depends on the variation of t d . This characteristic of reinforced concrete can be used to determine sizes of cross sections of reinforced concrete bridges. In fact, from the Table 3 , when T = 18,690 m-KN (165,420 in.-kip), the value of t d is larger than the actual flange thickness h min computed by the softened truss model method. The flange thickness has to be increased to get enough resistance.
Data Analysis Based on Softened Truss Model Theory
The same example as shown in Figure 5 was used with the following alternations and results are shown in Table 4 By inspection, the following conclusions for these various cases can be made.
From Data 1:
• If prestressing steel is not used, µ l = µ t = 0.0, and then the exactly same results as that shown by Fu and Yang (1996) for reinforced concrete case can be obtained.
• Torque based on single cell assumption is higher (24.1%) than the total torque of all cells based on multi-cell assumption.
From Data 2:
• • When prestressing only in longitudinal direction is considered, µ l = 0.35, and µ t = 0.0, the torsional capacity T increases and twist angle θ decreases.
• • Because the longitudinal direction stiffness has been increased, angle α decreases.
• Torque based on single cell assumption is slightly higher (5.5%) than the total torque of all cells based on multi-cell assumption From Data 3:
• When the same percentage prestressing in both directions is used, µ l = µ t = 0.35 and angle α comes back to 45º.
• This program gives good results when the section reaches its capacity (ε d > 0.0018).
• Torque based on single cell assumption is lower (12.6%) than the total torque of all cells based on multi-cell assumption
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
• Usually, bridge engineers use the Theory of Elasticity to deal with torsional problems in bridge design.
Basically this is true for steel bridges with sections of multiple box cells because steel structures meet the assumption that the sections are thin walled and thus have a uniform shear flow across their thickness.
Concrete bridges, however, usually have much thicker walls than steel bridges, and do not meet the thin wall condition. Actually, according to the unified theory of reinforced concrete, the shear flow zone for a boxed section has a thickness denoted t d . This thickness t d is a variable determined from the equilibrium and compatibility conditions. It is not the same as the given wall thickness h.
• The Theory of Elasticity cannot consider the softened effect due to concrete behavior. The softened truss model emphasizes the importance of incorporating the softened constitutive laws of concrete in the analysis of reinforced concrete structures.
• The new method and the computer flow chart presented in this article have been developed according to the softened truss model theory, which was first mentioned by Hsu (1988) . In this theory, the concrete torsional problem was solved theoretically for the first time by combining equilibrium conditions and compatibility conditions and constitutive laws of materials. However, up to now the theory has been only applied to the case of pure torsion with single cell section. Experimental data for single cell were also presented in the same reference.
• Based on the Softened Truss Model Theory, a method has been developed by Fu and Yang (1996) to deal with the torsional problem, especially for reinforced concrete-box girder bridge superstructures with multiple cell sections. By adding some new equations, this method has been made applicable to both reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete structures.
• Results for single cell case by using the new algorithm are compared with previous theoretical and experimental work done by Hsu (1993) and Fu and Yang (1996) 
